Upcoming list of events at AUB

Beirut, Lebanon- 06/03 /2012 - The American University of Beirut will be holding the following lectures and events over the coming week:

- **Lecture: Areen architecture lecture series: ‘MVRDV’ by Jacob van Rijs**
  09-MAR-12; 6:30 pm
  Issam Fares Hall
  The Areen Architecture Series at the Department of Architecture and Design is organizing a lecture entitled "MVRDV," by Jacob van Rijs, on March 9, 2012, at 6:30 pm, in Issam Fares Hall.

- **Lecture: Faiseur de Réalités – Maker of Realities**
  15-MAR-12; 6:00 pm
  Architecture Lecture Hall, Dar Al-Handassah Architecture Building
  The Department of Architecture and Design at the American University of Beirut cordially is organizing a public lecture: Faiseur de Réalités - Maker of Realities, featuring artworks presentation by Mohammad El Rawas with simultaneous French poetry by Antoine Boulad, translated into English and read by Mishka Mojabber-Mourani. This presentation is about a collaboration between a visual artist and a poet. The poet Antoine Boulad is a long time friend of Mohammad al-Rawas; they frequently discussed literary and artistic thoughts and views together. Through the years, Boulad has witnessed to the birth and development of many of el-Rawas paintings. Boulad wrote his poems in French. Mishka Mojabber-Mourani translated them into English.

ENDS

For more information please contact:
Maha Al-Azar, Assistant Director for Media Relations, ma110@aub.edu.lb, 01-353 228

Note to Editors
About AUB
Founded in 1866, the American University of Beirut bases its educational philosophy, standards, and practices on the American liberal arts model of higher education. A teaching-centered research university, AUB has more than 600 full-time faculty members and a student body of about 8,000 students. AUB currently offers more than 100 programs leading to the bachelor’s, master’s, MD, and PhD degrees. It provides medical education and training to students from throughout the region at its Medical Center that includes a full service 420-bed hospital.
Stay up to date on AUB news and events. Follow us on:

Website: www.aub.edu.lb
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/aub.edu.lb
Twitter: http://twitter.com/AUB_Lebanon